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Abstract.  It is well known that the complex-valued arithmetic functions form a unique factorization 
domain under addition and convolution, and so do those functions with values in other suitable rings.  
Here we consider instead such functions with values in a unique factorization ring with zero divisors 
and prove that under certain yet similar conditions, they also form a unique factorization ring with 
zero divisors. 

 
 

1.  Introduction 
 
The set of complex-valued arithmetic functions, denoted by CA , is known to be an 
integral domain under addition and convolution (or Dirichlet multiplication), see e.g. 
Apostol [1]. Cashwell and Everett [5] proved in 1959 that CA  is in fact a unique 
factorization domain or factorial ring.  The proof of factoriality due to Cashwell and 
Everett runs briefly as follows: first, it is shown that CA  is isomorphic to 
[ ]],,[ 21 xxC , the ring of formal power series in countably many indeterminates.  

Since the rings of formal power series (over C) in a finite number of indeterminates are 
factorial, and C is a field, this induces [ ]],,[ 21 xxC  to be factorial which in turn 
establishes factoriality for CA .  That C  is a field plays significant role in the proof, for 
changing it to other integral domains the situations become much more complicated.  
This sparked off, especially in the sixties, a number of investigations related to problems 
about unique factorization, see e.g. Auslander and Buchsbaum [2], Buchsbaum [4], 
Cashwell and Everett [6], Cohn [7], Lu [12], Samuel [13], [14].  All afore-mentioned 
investigations are done over rings without zero divisors.  In this work, we consider 
instead the case where the complex field is replaced by a unique factorization ring with 
zero divisors.  We take essentially the same definition of unique factorization rings with 
zero divisors as in Galovich [9].  Our proof of the main theorem is a combination of the 
ones due to Cashwell and Everett [5] and Lu [12].  There are, however, additional 
difficulties due firstly to the fact that the usual cancellation law in the case of domain 
must be replaced by a weak cancellation law, which amounts to multiplying by units, and 
secondly the presence of units makes it impossible to take appropriate limits.  This is 
overcome by invoking upon the idea of compactness. 
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2.  Unique factorization rings with zero divisors 
 
Let R be a commutative ring with unity.  An element Ru∈  is a unit if there is Rv∈  
such that .1=uv   If ,, Rsr ∈  then r divides s, written sr , if there exists Rt∈  such that  

.srt =    Two elements r and s are associates, written ,~ sr  if there exists a unit u such 
that .sru =   An element }0{−∈Rr  is a zero divisor if there exists }0{−∈Rs  such that 

.0=rs   Let  ;]0{−∈Rr  r  is prime if, whenever ,abr  where ,}0{, −∈Rba  then  

ar  or ;br  r is reducible if there exist non-units ba,  such that ;abr =  r is irreducible 

if r is not reducible.   It is easily shown that if r and s are irreducible, then  sr  if and 
only if  .~ sr   An element }0{−∈Rd  is called a greatest common divisor of ,, Rba ∈  
not both 0, if ad  and ,bd  and if }0{−∈Rc  is such that ac  and bc , then .dc  

A commutative ring R, with unity and zero divisors, is a unique factorization ring, 
UFR for short, if for each non-zero non-unit ,Rr∈  
 
(i) there exist irreducible elements  nrr ,,1  such that  nrrr 1=  and 
(ii) whenever mn ssrrr 11 ==  where mn ssrr ,,,,, 11  are irreducible, then 

mn =  and the js  can be renumbered so that  .),,1(~ nisr ii =  
 
A typical example of UFR is ,ZZ mp  where p is a rational prime and m is a positive 
integer ,2≥  see Billis [3]. 
 A very useful fact which will be repeatedly used is that any UFR satisfies a weak 
cancellation law, i.e. whenever ,0≠= ayax  then .~ yx  This is easily shown as 
follows:  from the unique factorization into irreducible elements  

,,, 111 kmn ttyssxrra ===  the equation 0≠= ayax  together with uniqueness 
implies that km =  and after some renumbering  ),,1(~ mjts jj =  and so .~ yx   

Denote the set of arithmetic functions over the UFR R by ,RA i.e. 
 

{ }. UFRa is  ;:: RRfAR →= N  
 
It is easily checked that *),,( +RA  is a ring with respect to addition 

,)()())(( ngnfngf +=+  and convolution  .)()(:)( ∑
=

=∗
nij

jgifngf   

That RA  has zero divisors is directly inherited from R as seen by the following example. 
Let }0{, −∈Ryx  be zero divisors in R such that .0=xy   Take 0)(,)1( == nfxf  for 
all ,1>n  and 0)(,)1( == ngyg  for all .1>n   Then RAgf ∈=∗ 0 , while 

.}0{, −∈ RAgf  
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 Our first theorem gives a characterization of UFR. 
 
Theorem 1.  Let R be a commutative ring with unity and with zero divisors. Assume that 
every non-zero non-unit element of R can be written as a product of finitely many 
irreducible elements of R.  Then the following assertions are equivalent:  
 
(i)  R is a UFR. 
(ii) Any two elements of R have a greatest common divisor and R satisfies the weak 

cancellation law.  
 
Proof.   Assume the truth of assertion (i).   That R satisfies the weak cancellation law has 
already been observed.  Let a, b be two elements of R, which we may assume to be            
non-zero and non-unit, for otherwise the proof is trivial.  Since R is a UFR, we can write 

,, 11
11

kk m
k

mn
k

n rrbrra ==  where ri are distinct irreducible elements of R and ii mn ,  

are non-negative integers.  Taking ),max(),max(
1

11 kk mn
k

mn rrd = , we easily check that d is 
a greatest common divisor of ., ba  
 
 Assume the truth of assertion (ii).  It follows easily by induction that the existence of 
a greatest common divisor of any two elements of R induces the existence of a greatest 
common divisor of any finite number of elements of R.  Denote by ),( ba  a greatest 
common divisor of ., Rba ∈   Then, with the aid of the weak cancellation law, we easily 
deduce the following properties (see e.g.  pp.139-140 of Jacobson [10]):  
 

1~),(,),(),(,)),(,(~)),,(( bacbcabaccbacba = and .1~),(1~),( bcaca ⇒  
 
Let p be an irreducible element of R such that abp  with ., Rba ∈   If p does not divide 
a and b, then by the existence of greatest common divisors, .1),( =ap   For  otherwise 
there would be a non-zero non-unit Rc∈  such that ),( apc =  and so pcd =  for some 

.Rd ∈  Since p is irreducible, d must be a unit, yielding ,~ cp  and so ,ap  a 
contradiction. Similarly .1),( =bp  Now by the third property above, ,1),( =abp  
contradicting abp .  Therefore, ap  or bp , indicating that an irreducible element 
must be a prime in R.  In order to conclude that R is a UFR, we must show the uniqueness 
of factorization.  Let a be a non-zero non-unit element of R having two factorizations into 
irreducible elements nk ssrra 11 ==  where jr  and js  are irreducible.  Since 

irreducible elements are primes,  .say    , some 11 ssr j   

 Since 1s  is irreducible, then  .~ 11 sr   Cancelling out the factor ,1r  which is 
permissible by the weak cancellation law, and continue the arguments.  Should ,nk ≠  
we would end up having a product of irreducible elements equal to a unit, which is 
impossible.  Thus  nk =  and simultaneously, after appropriate renumbering ii sr ~  for 
all i. 
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3.  Power series 
 
Denote by ,]],,[[: 21 xxRRw = ]],,[[: 1 mm xxRR =  the rings of formal power 
series in countably many indeterminates ,,, 21 xx  respectively, finitely many 
indeterminates ,,,1 mxx  over a UFR  R.  Since ,wRR ⊂ it follows that ),,( •+wR  and 

),,( •+mR  are rings with zero divisors, with respect to addition and multiplication of 
formal power series.  As shown in Section 14 of Cashwell and Everett [5], for  

,21
21
αα ppn =  where << 21 pp  denotes the (ascending) set of rational primes,         

the correspondence ,)( 21
21
αα xxnff ∑↔  establishes the fact that ),,( •+RA  is 

isomorphic to .),,( •+wR  
Recall that a commutative ring with unity, R, is said to satisfy the ascending chain 

condition for principal ideals, ACCP for short, provided that every strictly increasing 
sequence of principal ideals of R admits a maximal element.  It is easy to check that any 
UFR satisfies the ACCP and for any two isomorphic commutative rings with unity 1R  
and ,2R  if 1R  satisfies the ACCP, so does .2R   Before we proceed to consider the 
power series ring, we recall another definition which will be used in the next lemma.  The 
order of  RAf ∈  is defined to be  

 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=∞
≠≠= 0ifonly  and if

0 if}0)(;min{:)( f
fnfnfv . 

 

It is easily checked that ,)()()( gvfvgfv ≥∗ and .)}(,)(min{)( gvfvgfv ≥+  
 
Lemma 2.1.  Let R be a commutative ring with unity satisfying the weak cancellation 
law.  If R satisfies the ACCP, so does .wR  
 
Proof.    Since wR  is isomorphic to ,RA  it suffices to show that RA  satisfies the ACCP.  
Let ⊂⊂ )()( 21 ff  be an ascending chain of principal ideals in .RA   Without loss of 
generality, assume that 01 ≠f  and so 0≠if  for all .1>i   Ideal inclusions imply that 
there exists  }0{−∈ Ri Ag  such that .1 iii gff ∗= +   Considering orders, we get 

.)()()()( 11 iiiii gvfvgfvfv ++ ≥∗=   This yields a non-increasing sequence of positive 
integers  ≥≥ )()( 21 fvfv  which must then terminate, i.e. there are two positive 
integers r and k for which ,)()( kfvfv rjr ==+  say, for each integer .0≥j   Now 

)1()())(()(0 11 rrrrr gkfkgfkf ++ =∗=≠  and so we obtain an ascending chain of      
non-zero principal ideals in R of the form ⊂⊂ + ))(())(( 1 kfkf rr .  As R satisfies the 
ACCP, there exists an integer rm ≥  such that ))(())(( kfkf jmm +=  of all ,0≥j  which 

implies, using the weak cancellation law of R, that ,)()( kfukf jmjm +=  where ju  is a  
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unit in R.  But the chain inclusions in RA  give jmjm fhf +∗=  for some .}0{−∈ Rj Ah  

By the weak cancellation law of R,  )1(~ jj hu  and so jh is a unit in ,RA  which means 

that the chain in RA  terminates, and we are done. 
 
Lemma 2.2.  Let R be a commutative ring with unity satisfying the weak cancellation 
law.  If R satisfies the ACCP, then every non-zero non-unit element of wR  is a product of 
a finite number of irreducible factors. 
 
Proof.    From the last lemma, wR  satisfies the ACCP.  Take any non-zero, non-unit F in 

wR .  If F is irreducible, we have nothing to prove.  Assume that F is reducible.  Then 
there exists non-zero, non-units 11,GF  in wR  such that .11GFF =   This yields an 
inclusion of principal ideals .)()( 1FF ⊂   If both 1F  and 1G  are irreducible, we are done; 
otherwise at least one of them, say 1F  is reducible.  Thus there are non-zero, non-units 

22 , GF  in wR  such that 221 GFF =  yielding another inclusion of principal ideals 
.)()( 21 FF ⊂   Should F not be written as a product of finitely many irreducible factors, 

we would get an infinite ascending chain of principal ideals generated by proper factors 
of F.  But the ACCP insists that the chain must be finite, a desired contradiction. 
 
 Let N∈j  and  wRxxF ∈),,( 21  or  mR  with .jm ≥   By ,)( jF  the projection 

of F on  ,jR  we mean the series ),0,0,,,( 1 jxxF  obtained from F by putting 

equal  to 0 all terms of F actually involving any ix  with .ji >   The map jFF )(→  is a 

ring homomorphism of wR  or mR  onto jR  and .)()()( jjj GFFG =  
 

Lemma 2.3.   Let F be a non-zero, non-unit element of .wR   Then there is a least 
positive integer ,)(FJJ =  hereby called the index of F, for which jF )(  is a non-zero, 

non-unit element of jR  for all  .Jj ≥  
 
Proof.  Since F is a non-zero non-unit element of ,wR  then F contains a non-zero 

coefficient of some monomial term 21
21
nn xx  with in  not all zero.  If kx  is the last 

variable in this term with positive ,kn  then .0)( ≠kF   Among all such k, the least one 
is our desired J.  
 
Lemma 2.4.   Let F be a non-zero, non-unit element of .wR   Let J be the index of F.             
If jF )(  is irreducible in jR  for some ,Jj ≥  then mF )(  is irreducible in mR  for all 

jm ≥  and F is also irreducible in wR . 
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Proof.   Take any Jjm ≥≥  and suppose we have a factorization ,)( )()( mm
m HGF =   

for some ., )()(
m

mm RHG ∈  Observe that === j
mm

jmj HGFF )())(()( )()(  

.)()( )()(
j

m
j

m HG   By the irreducibility of ,)( jF  either j
mG )( )(  or j

mH )( )(  is a unit of 

jR  and so )(mG  or )(mH  is a unit of .mR   Hence,  mF )(  is irreducible.  The proof of 
the last assertion is similar. 
  
 The proof of the next lemma requires a number of new concepts and definitions 
which we now elaborate.  Let F be a non-zero non-unit in wR  and let j be a positive 
integer.  A proper divisor of 0)( ≠jF  in jR  is an element jR∈α  such that ,)( αβ=jF  

where β  is a non-unit in .jR   By a true factor of ,0)( ≠jF ,N∈j we mean a non-unit 

proper divisor of jF )( in ,jR and call such factorization of jF )(  a true factorization.             
F is said to be finitely irreducible if there is a least integer ≥I   the index J of F, for 
which jF )(  is irreducible in jR  for all  .Ij ≥   We call a chain   ,],,[ )2()1( GG  with 

each ,)(
i

i RG ∈  telescopic, respectively pseudo-telescopic, if ,)( )1()(
i

ii GG +=  

respectively i
ii GG )(~ )1()( +   in iR  for all i.  Following Lu [12], we introduce a 

topology which eases the discussion considerably.  We say that a non-zero monomial 

j
k
j

kk Rxxcx j ∈21
21  is of weight r when  jjkkkr +++= 21 21 .  Clearly any 

jRF ∈   can be written as  ++= 10 FFF   where each iF  is a sum of all monomials 

of weight i.  Define an order function ord on  wj RR ⊂  as follows:  
 

}0;min{)(ord,)0(ord ≠=∞= nFnF  if 0≠F . 
 

For ,wRF ∈ k a non-negative integer, define .})(ord;{:)({ kFGRGFB wk ≥−∈=   
Observe that )0(0BRw =  and that if φ≠∩ )()( GBFB ts  with ,ts ≤  then 

.)()( FBGB st ⊆   By Theorem 3.2, p.67 of Dugundji [8], it follows that 
,;)({ wk RFFB ∈  k a non-negative integer} is a basis for a topology, called the weight 

topology, of wR .  Indeed, by the same arguments as used in the proof of Theorem 1 in 

Lu[12], wR  is the completion of  ∪
∞

=1j
jR  with respect to this topology.   By the same 

proof as in Lemma 2 of Lu [12], any infinite telescopic chain is a Cauchy sequence and 
by completeness has a limit in .wR   The case of pseudo-telescopic chain, which will be 
encountered, is more complicated and requires some compactness arguments.  For 
convenience, we adopt the following definition.  The ring wR is said to be u-sequentially 
compact (with respect to the weight topology) if every sequence of units in wR has a 
convergent subsequence.  Clearly, the limit of such a subsequence must  then be a unit in 

.wR  
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Lemma 2.5.   If wR is u-sequentially compact, then any pseudo-telescopic chain has a 
convergent subchain. 
 
Proof.    Take a pseudo-telescopic chain ],,[ )2()1( GG .  Thus  

 
,)( )1()()(

i
iii GuG +=  where )(iu is a unit in .iR  

 
Put ,)1()1( GF =  ,,)2()1()2( GuF =  )()1()2()1()( jjj GuuuF −= . Clearly,         

)( jG  ,)()( jj Fv=  where 1)1()1()( )( −−= jj uuv  is a unit in jR and more importantly, 

],,[ )2()1( FF  is a telescopic chain, which must then converge to a limit F, say, in 

.wR   Since wR is u-sequentially compact, there is a subsequence )( kjv  of )( jv  which 

converges to a unit v, say, in .wR   Hence, the subchain ][ )()()( kkk jjj FvG =  converges 
to the limit .vF  
 
Lemma 2.6.   Let R be a UFR.  If jR  is a UFR for every positive integer j and wR is            

u-sequentially compact, then all irreducible elements of wR are finitely irreducible. 
 
Proof.   We claim that for non-zero non-unit ,wRF ∈  if jF )(  is reducible in jR  for all 

≥j  the index J of F, then F is reducible in wR .  To prove the claim, take any non-zero 
non-unit F in wR .  Assume that for each ,Jj ≥   
 

)()()( jj
j HGF =  where )( jG and )( jH  are true factors of jF )(  in jR . 

 
Any true factorization ,)( )()( mm

m HGF =  with ,Jm >  induces a true factorization of 

.)()())(()( )1()1(
1

)(
1

)(
11

−−
−−−− === mm

m
m

m
m

mmm HGHGFF   Continuing down to 

,)( )()( JJ
J HGF =  we get a telescopic chain of true factors .],,[ )()1()( mJJ GGG +  

From the original assumption that for each jFJj )(,≥  is expressible as a product of two 

true factors in ,jR  we have the existence of a sequence  
 

,,],)(,)([,],)([,][ 2212221212021111101000 GGGGGkGGGkGk JJJ +======  
 
each ik  being a telescopic chain of true factors ,,,1,0, ijGij =  of .)( jJF +   By the 

unique factorization of ,jR  the number of true factors of jF )(  is finite for each j.  Thus 

there is a true factor 0T  of JF )(  such that there is an infinite set of the chains ik  having 
their first entry being an associate of 0T .  Choose one of these and call it 0k ′ .  Of this 
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infinite set, there is an infinite subset of ik  whose second entry is an associate of some 
one true factor  1T   of  .)( 1+JF   Choose one and call it 1k ′ .  Continuing in this way we 
get a sequence of telescopic chains 

 
,],,,[,],,[,],[ 222120211101000 gggkggkgk ′′′=′′′=′′=′  

 
each of which extends, at least to the main diagonal, such that the entries on the diagonal 
and below have the property that, for each jij Tgj ~,0 ′≥  for all .ji ≥   Now construct 
the telescopic infinite chain *k  by working only with the main diagonal and the diagonal 
next below it, as follows:  define .00

* gg J ′=  Since 00010 ~~ gTg ′′  in ,JR  there is a unit 

J
J Ru ∈)(  such that J

JJ
J ugugg )( )(

11
)(

10
* ′=′= .  Define )(

11
*

1
J

J ugg ′=+  in 1+JR .  Then 

.)( *
1

*
JJJ gg +=   Note that *

1+Jg  is a true factor of  1)( +JF  and  1
*

1 ~ Tg J+   in .1+JR   Since 
*

1121 ~~ +′ JgTg  in ,1+JR  there is a unit 1
)1(

+
+ ∈ J

J Ru  such that 

.)( 1
)1(

22
)1(

21
*

1 +
++

+ ′=′= J
JJ

J ugugg   Define )1(
22

*
2

+
+ ′= J

J ugg  in .2+JR   Then 

.)( 1
*

2
*

1 +++ = JJJ gg   Note that *
2+Jg  is a true factor of 2)( +JF  and 2

*
2 ~ Tg J+  in .2+JR   

Continuing in the same manner, we get an infinite telescopic chain of true factors  
 

[ ] ,,,,* *
2

*
1

*
++= JJJ gggk  

 

where ,)(,)( 1
)1(

22
)1(

21
)(

11
*

1
)(

11
)(

1000
*

+
++

+ ′=′=′=′=′=′= J
JJJ

JJ
JJ

J ugugugguguggg  

,,)( 2
)2(

33
)2(

32
)1(

22
*

2 +
+++

+ ′=′=′= J
JJJ

J ugugugg  which must converge to a                   

limit g, say, in .wR   Now for all ,0≥j  we have ,)( *
jJjJjJ hgF +++ =  where                  

jJh +   are  non-zero, non-unit in ,jJR +   and so  jJjJjJ Fhg +++ = )(*
jJjJF +++= ))(( 1  

,)()()( 1
*

1
*

1 jJjJjJjJjJjJjJ hghg ++++++++++ ==  which by the weak cancellation law 

gives jJjJjJ hh ++++ )(~ 1  in .jJR +   Thus we get a pseudo-telescopic chain 

,],,[ 1+JJ hh  which by u-sequential compactness of wR  has a subchain converging to a 

limit h, say, in wR .  Now  jJjJjJjJjJ hghgF +++++ == )()( *
  and so by passing to a 

subsequence, we arrive at .ghF =   Clearly, both g and h are non-units in wR  implying 
that F is reducible in wR  and the claim is established.  It follows from the claim that if     
F is irreducible in wR , then there is a least integer JI ≥  for which IF )(  is irreducible in 

IR  and by Lemma 2.4 for which jF )(  is irreducible in jR  for all .Ij ≥   Consequently, 
F is finitely irreducible. 
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Lemma 2.7.    Let R be a UFR, F and ,wRG∈  )( jD  a greatest common divisor in jR  

of jF )(  and .,)( N∈jG j   If jR  is a UFR for every ,N∈j  then )()1( ~)( j
j

j DD +   for 

all ,),( GFLj ≥  where ),( GFL  is a certain non-negative integer. 
 
Proof.   If F or G is zero, then the assertion is trivial.  Assume that both F and G are           
non-zero.  Let n be the smallest integer such that nF )(  and nG)(  are both non-zero and 

let  i be an integer .n≥   Since iR  is a UFR, we can represent )(iD  as a finite product of 
irreducible elements of .iR   Denote by iN  the number of irreducible factors counted 

with multiplicity of .)(iD   Since )(iD  is a greatest common divisor of iF )(  and iG)(  in 

,0)(,, )1( ≠≥ +
i

i
i DniR  and the number of irreducible factors of  i

iD )( )1( +
 is  not  

less  than  the  number  of  irreducible  factors  of   ,)1( +iD  then  ,)( )()1( i
i

i DD +  which 

thus gives  .1+≥ ii NN   Note that the projection of each irreducible factor of )( )1( +iD  on 

iR  may not be irreducible in .iR  Thus we have the following descending chain of        
non-negative integers  ≥≥ +1nn NN  and so there are integers j and k such that 

rjnNk ++=  for every integer .0≥r   Thus for every ,jnm +≥  the projection of each 

irreducible factor of  )1( +mD  on mR  is also irreducible, yielding .~)( )()1( m
m

m DD +   
Taking ,),( jnGFL +=  we are done. 
 
 
4.  Main results 
 
Theorem 2.  Let R be a UFR.  If jR  is a UFR for each positive integer j and wR  is              

u-sequentially compact, then wR  is a UFR. 
 
Proof.    Since R is a UFR, it satisfies the ACCP and so by Lemma 2.2 any non-zero           
non-unit element of wR  can be written as a finite product of irreducible elements of wR .           
We shall use the characterization in Theorem 1.  First, we show that any two elements          
F and G of wR  have a greatest common divisor.  Since this is trivial when F or G is zero, 

we assume that both are non-zero.  Let )(iD  be a greatest common divisor of iF )(  and 

.)( iG   We construct an infinite telescopic chain ],,,[ )1()( +LL EE  with the initial term 

in ,LR  where ),( GFLL =  is as in Lemma 2.7, as follows:  put )()( LL DE = .  Assume 

,,)( LjE j ≥  has been defined and let )1( +jD  be any greatest common divisor of   

1)( +jF  and .)( 1+jG   Then by Lemma 2.7 there is a unit )( ju  in jR  such that 

.))(()( )1()()1()()(
j

jj
j

jjj DuDuE ++ ==   Taking )1()()1( ++ = jjj DuE  we get a  
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telescopic chain  ],,[ )1()( +LL EE .   This chain has a limit wRE∈ . Note that 
)()( j

j EE = or j
LE )( )(  according as Lj ≥  or  .0 Lj <≤   Let )( jF  and  )( jG  be two 

elements of jR  such that  ,)()( )(
j

j
j EFF =  j

j
j EGG )()( )(=   for each .Lj ≥   Then  

)()1( ~)( j
j

j FF +  and )()1( ~)( j
j

j GG +  by the weak cancellation law.  Hence we have 

two pseudo-telescopic chains  ],,[ )1()( +LL FF  and  ],,[ )1()( +LL GG  with the 

initial terms in .LR  By  Lemma 2.5, a subchain of ],,[ )1()( +LL FF , respectively a 

subchain of  ],,[ )1()( +LL GG converge to limits f, respectively g in .wR   Passing to 

subchain in ,)()( )(
j

j
j EFF =  we deduce that  .fEF =   In the same manner, we get 

gEG =  for the weight topology, i.e. E is a common divisor of F and G.  To show that         
E is a greatest divisor of F and G, we let  *E   be any common divisor of  F and  G  in 

.wR   Then  jE*)(  is also a common divisor of jF )(  and jG)(  in jR  for each .Lj ≥   

Since jE)(  is a greatest common divisor of jF )(  and jG)(  for such j, then .)(*)( jj EE   

Thus there is an element j
j Ra ∈)(  such that  .,*)()( )( LjEaE j

j
j ≥=   Thus for 

,Lj ≥  we have 
 

jj
j

jj
j

jjjj
j EaEaEEEa *)()()*)(())(()(*)( )1(

1
)1(

1
)( +

+
+

+ ====  
 

and so by the weak cancellation law j
jj aa )(~ )1()( +  which yields a pseudo-telescopic 

chain  .],,[ )1()( +LL aa   By Lemma 2.5, let its subchain converge to a limit a in .wR   

Passing to subchain in ,*)()()( jjj EaE =  we get  .*aEE =   Hence, E is a greatest 

common divisor of F and G.  Lastly, we show that wR  satisfies the weak cancellation 
law.  Let GF ,  and wRH ∈  be such that .0≠= FHFG   Then there are  integers              
n and k for which 0)()( ≠= jj FHFG  for all kj ≥  and 0)( ≠iF  for all                     

.ni ≥  Put .),(max nkm =  Then for all ,mj ≥  we get 
.0)()()()()()( ≠=== jjjjjj HFFHFGGF   By the weak cancellation in ,jR  we 

deduce that j
j

j HuG )()( )(=  for some unit .)(
j

j Ru ∈   Now  the definition of                     

u-sequential compactness implies that  )( )ju  has a subsequence converging to a unit u  

in .wR   Passing to subchain in  j
j

j HuG )()( )(=   we get  .uHG =   The result now 
follows from Theorem 1. 
  
 As an immediate consequence, we mention 
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Corollary.   If R is a UFR such that jR  is a UFR for each positive integer j and wR  is    

u-sequentially compact, then RA  is a UFR. 
 
Final remarks.    The main results in this paper can be extended by replacing the domain 
N of arithmetic function with an arithmetical semigroup G.  This is done in the same 
manner as that in the proof of Proposition 1.3 in Knopfmacher [11] as follows:  if G has 
infinitely many primes, then G is algebraically isomorphic to N and we are done.  If G 
has only finitely many primes, say j, then the ring }:{:)( RGfGAR →=  is isomorphic 
to jj RxxxR =]],,,[[ 21  and the condition of jR  being a UFR thus implies that 

)(GAR  is a UFR.  Note that u-sequential compactness does not come into consideration 
in this case. 
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